TARANG MARKETING SEGMENTATION AND TARGET MARKETING
Vision& Mission 3 Marketing Plan of Tarang Company profile Engro will occupy a Marketing Plan of Tarang Targeting
Tarang is targeting the.

Now Engro has launched Tarang milk powder tea whitener to cater need of middle and upper lower class and
workplace tea industry. He has a motorcycle helmet and keys in his hands. Competition is there whether it is
India or abroad, but the good part for us is that we are very strong when it comes to product technology.
Where we are not showing that much of focus and should show more focus is our four-wheeler lighting
business. The other thing would be acquisition of new talent in the business. The reason was that when we
acquired Visteon, we had to focus more on the developed markets of North America, Europe and China. How
do you plan to take the inorganic growth story forward? Today our strategy centres around two core
companies â€” the local and global business. They have the expertise in launching similar dairy products. So
we made our first acquisition not from a strategic point of view, but mostly from the growth point of view of a
company doing large forgings in Italy. Engro entered into this market and targeted lower middle class and
lower class through its milk whitener Tarang to replace all purpose milk used specially in rural areas of
Pakistan. Secondly, what we have done well over the years is the QCD, cars for customers. He picks the
Pateeli with the milk and pours milk in Cup while spilling some milk. Varroc Engineering has come a long
way. When Tarang liquid tea whitener was launched initially, strong emotional appeal was used and rational
appeal was very low. Ayesha Shaikh Engro adds the world's third most expensive spice to the humble tea
whitener. Tea is usually consumed at breakfast, during lunch breaks at the workplace, and in the evening at
home. There are huge opportunities because what is happening out of the products 16 that we have in the twoand three-wheeler segments. We believe you have recently acquired a company in Turkey. Psychographics
Tea whitener is still in the introductory stage in Pakistan. Cooking stoke is visible and two Pateeli are there:
one for tea and one for ordinary milk. When do you plan to enter into that space? So obviously, we are looking
at the market share growth and where we have been growing since took over the business in The local Indian
business is more of two- and three-wheeler parts, where we are the most diversified auto component group in
India, having 16 products across three divisions, and a very strong player in the two- and three-wheeler
industry supplying to all the marquee distinct customers. As a result, despite adding an expensive ingredient,
affordability remained a priority. This enabled convenience in usage and there is no storage hassles.
Demographics Tarang powder tea whitener is not bounded to any particular age, gender, or lifecycle stage. He
drinks the tea and get impressed by his own tea and says: ab bani tarang say asaan aur mazeedar chayee.

